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savings accounts
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red hook: 27 n. broadway
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drive-up window
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rhinebeck: 44 e. market st.
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open 'til 6 p.m.

the
demands=
2. ALL FACULTV MEETINGS OPEN TO PIJBLIC.
3. MINUTES, OUTLINES & AGENDAS OF· ALL
PROCEEDINGS BE FURNISHED TO STUDENTS.

Monday night, seven o'clock, a community meeting was called by the-recently
disolved EPC concerning the atfeged
firing of Bard literature professor
Carl Black. Due to over-whelming
amounts of students the meeting was
subsequently moved to the gym to
accomodate the over-390 excited
students. It was apparent almost immediately that the issue was not simply
the case of this one faculty member's
mistreatment despite unanimous student
support for him and his teaching methods
--rather, students became aware that they
were actually questioning the whole
structure of faculty hiring and firing.
The student demand that Mr. Black be

rehired was passed quickly, and students
began a discussion of the real problem.
Feeling was overwhelmingly in favor of
putting a.n end to the rather myst_erious process which had plagued Mr.
Black, and the discussion produced several demands: students should be able
to attendil'ily and all rree!ings of the ·faculty, on any level, and minutes and all
relative reports be forwarded to the student government so that they may be distributed to the student body. Also, that
the agenda for faculty meetings be distributed to the students and to the community as a whole six days prior to the
meetings.
·
continued on page eight
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tutoring project
This Fall 35 Bard College students have
worked with about 70 Red Hook
students as tutors in subjects which are
difficult for.the children, and in Workshops designed to provide enrichment.

(Box 374), or donors may send a note
to that address asking that one of the
tutors call to pick up donations. Reference books, fiction, texts- anything will
be welcomed.

During the semester now nearly ended,
the Bard students have offered assistance
in all elementary and high school subjects
interests, the tutees' attendance has
usually been good, and the project is
judged a success by Fran Hasson, its
Director.

during January and part of February
Bard students are away from the campus
for the annual Field Period, during whicn
they have jobs related to their studies, or
pursue reading projects, but the program
will start again in March. Possibilities
for additional workshops and community
projects are being explored, and Miss
Hassan 'reports that the tutors will
welcome suggestions. Also being
considered is a Tutoring Workshop, open
both to students at Bard and to Red Hoo~
High School students. Planned to last
about 4 weeks, early in the spring, the
Workshop would offer training for
those interested in tutoring.

Hassan, a sophomore majoring in the
social sciences at Bard, launched the
tutoring program in the spring of 1969,
assisted by Barry Silkovvitz, now a junior
at Bard, when she presented the plan at
an April meeting of the Northern
Dutchess Community Services organiz~
ation. During that first semester, the
Bard tutors offered assistance in English,
European History, Math, Physics, and
Biology. This year, with new tutors
signed up, it has been possible to offer
additional subjects and to add the
Workshop Programs.
The Workshops currently inClude Art and
Drama for Youngsters; Drama for High
School Students; Art History for High
School; and Creative Writing for Junior
High. ~mbership in the W>rkshops ranges
from 3 to 13, although drama students
worked with and included members of a
Methodist Youth group earlier in the fall,
and membership in the two together was
about 20.
The program is entirely free and expenses
such as supplies for the workshops, some
remedial books, and gasoline, have been
met with funds allocated by the Bard
Student Senate, whiq_h determines the
budgeting of the students' community
dues at Bard.
Miss Hassan, assisted by freshmen
Barbara Grossman and Fran Friedman,
are working now on plans for the sprin g
semester. They have already begun a
library of used books, which will be
available to both tutors and tutees, and
are asking that anyone who has books
they would donate contact Miss Hassan.
Books may be mailed to her directly

koQiitz

on

japan

Dr. Robert J. Koblitz will give the last
of this semester's Faculty lecutre talks
at 8:00P.M. on December 10, In Bard
College's Procter Art Center. Dr. Koblitz,
Professor of Government at the College,
will speak on "Japan: Education and
Politics: The Revolt of the Nisei."
During the 1968-69 academic year, Dr.
Koblitz was Fulbright Visiting lecturer
in American Government and American
Studies at ~anzan University in Nagoya,
Japan, and IS a Japanese language and
area specialist.
He has been a Research Analyst with the
Cambridge Research Association; a
Consultant to the Wage Stabilization
Board; and has taught in the Harvard
University Department of Government.
In 1955-56 he was Fulbright Visiting
Professor at the lhiversity of Baroda,
India. Dr. Koblitz is a graduate of Ohio
State University and holds an M.P.A.,
M.A. and Ph. D. from Harvard.

B I Chief Cites Value
Newspaper Carrier Training
In a message to newspaper carders, J.
Edgar Hoover, Direetor of Federal Bureau of
Investigations says," An Americans should be truly grateful
to our pewspaperboys for dleJr contribution to
our sodety.
Good ddzenshlp In a demO(ftey requires
paln.staJdn& prepamdon on the part of our
youth. Our young people, If they al'e to ful..
tiD their future obUpdons to our soclety,
lit.Ust be wDUng to be of service to the comIIIUDity. They must learn to always respect
the rfahts aod the property of others. Do~..
ewty, a lleDSe of fair play and fndUSfriOUSDess
are necessary traits for thOH wllo would IJe..
come useful dtlzeM.

People Needed for Make-Up

Wednesday night programs will include
Campus Newsletter with Tram Wetterings
which will possibly include an interview
with Carl .Black; a rock show with Steve
Brich; "C.T. at the Front" which is a program of spontaneous poetry and music
read by Claude Tazlor and Jim Gardner·
"Spotlight," a presentation of the poetr'y
of Ft>bert Kelly read by the poet; "The
Scope of Jazz," with Andy Cohen; "Is
There Anybody Out There" with Charles
Johnson? and closing out the night Bill
Prescott and Robert Wesson will present
among other things a two hour interview
with Allen Ginsberg.

A former student of Pablo Casals, Garcia-

Next semester the station hopes to run
six hour br~adcasts at. least six days a
week _a nd l1ke the preview broadcast
will run from 6:40P.M. to 1 :00 A.M. on
the AM dial at 640 kilocycles. There
will be plenty of air space available to
anyone who thinks he is able to run a
show and if interested should write to
WXBC c/o Campus Mail.
After hearing the preview broadcasts
this week, the station requests that
people make suggestions as to how it
could be improved as an active media.
· Please put these suggestions in ·Box 88
by Campus Mail.

Be nice to the next long-haired hippie
type you meet - he may be a state
trooper.
Wednesday's roundup of 15 young
persons on various charges related to
selling drugs, State Police said, was based
on evidence gathered by the undercover
agents_

I· Edgar Hoover

Staff Writing

Write Box 76

See Your Name in Print
Your Friends

Amaze Your Relatives
Subvert Us
Support Us
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Y

Renart is first cellist with the Hudson
Valley Philharmonic Orchestra, Associate
Professor of Music at Bard, and Lecturer
in Music at Vassar. He has performed
frequently in the Hudson Valley as both
cellist and guitarist. Wilson, a composer,
is Assistant Professor of Music at Vassar,
and teaches theory and composition.

sex study
CINCINNATI, Ohio-(CPS)-An enrollment survey shows enrollments down at
61 single-sex institutions this year out of
a tota I of 14 1.
Nineteen men's colleges had increases,
23 had decreases, and 13 stayed about the
same. At women's colleges, enrollments
were up at 33, down at 38, and
unchanged at 13.
The survey, made at the University of
Cincinnati, estimated total degree credit
enrollment for the year at 7 125 000 an
increase of about 3.3 per ce~t o~er Ja~t
year.

~!~!~ narcsJQ9..~m:b~.~:d

Capt. Richard Boland of the State Police
Bureau of Criminal Investigation says:
"One of them may have issued you a
traffic summons at one time."

Phone Pl8 · 3665
1\~tound

A cello and piano concert will be
presented by luis Garcia-Renart and
Richard Wilson on Thursday evening,
December 12 at 8:30 in Bard Hall. Area
residents are invited to attend the program which-will include works by
Beethoven, Debussy and Brahms.

About the only information State Police
will give out about them is that they are
state troopers.
·

Photography Circulation Bring the Whole Family
Let Us Know You Exist

Bard Radio WXBC went on the air for
the first time Tuesday night beginning
a two day preview broadcast. This broadcast was aimed at exploring possible
uses of a media and to show how a radio
station could work in the Bard Community.

Beyond that, State Police officials aren't
saying much about the method of
infiltrating the drug scene.

JOIN THE OBSERVER STAFF NEXT TERM

faculty
concert

Their manner of operation is a closely
guarded secret.
In the last six months, the unit has
worked in the Dutchess County area
assisting local police agencies in an
undercover role.
State Police report that the agents
all$!gedly purchased narcotics from
sources in the county.
The evidence was supplied to the grand
jury which returned indictments and a
county judge issued the bench warrants
for the arrests of those named in the
indictments.
Police will not reveal the number of
bench warrants, which were issued
Tuesday, but say there are more arrests
to be made.

are difficult to locate "because they keep
moving around."

The troopers in the narcotic units are
assigned around the state.
Capt. Boland said, "They are assigned
to assist local police and naturally are
unknown as policemen in the area INhere
they are assigned."
Police sources also indicated that not all
of the unit wear long hair.
Some, they say, dress conservatively,
compared to hippies, but liberally compared to the uniformed state trooper.
Their assigned task is to locate the major
sources in supplying drugs and infiltrate
their ranks.
Police indicate that by nabbing a supplier,
anywhere from five to 30 users will be
affected.
Lt. Richard Hellmann of the Town of
Poughkeepsie police, said the arrests ·
Wednesday "could affect more than 300
users in the county."

For the undercover troopers, the work
of locating drugs and sellers is continuous.
Capt. Boland said it is often difficult to
trace the source which is supplying a
local seller.
He said in many cases the initial source
is in New York City or in another state.
Police say they discount any organized
network of narcotic pushers and seem to
feel that most purchases are made througt
varied channels.
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gargoyle
staff
censured

bard
graa
makes
c--good

. NEW PALTZ, N.Y. (LNS)-On Dec. 4,
the good people of New Paltz and the
surrounding territory decided they had
just about enough of their local underground paper, The Gargoyle. The citizens
who dwell in these quiet old Hudson
Valley communities had aHowed it to
pollute the minds of their children for
several month$ - and it was time to
throw freedom of the press to the winds
and finish things off once and for all.

By Birgit Winslow
·Blythe Danner, a Bard graduate,· is maki
a name for herself in New York's Theatre
world. The entertainment section of this
week's Sunday Times ran a sizable spread
on her career and news of her wedding
this Sunday, December 14th. Blythe
is showing in Broadway's "Butterflies
Are Free" at the Booth Theatre.

But these people are smart. They didn't
, go directly and stop the paper from
publishing. Instead, they went after the
people involved in its production, both
the readers and the editors. They banned
Gargoyle and its publishers from the three
campuses in the area which had been its
main base- Vassar, Dutchess County
Community College and Ulster Community College. And on the same day they
served an eviction notice on the offices
of the paper.

Clive Barnes comments, "it should have
audiences laughing for
months to come." Blythe's role is that
of a 19 year old California divorcee who
planned on going to UCLA, "but couldn't
find a parking place." The .c haracter is
rather kooky and ,Quite sexually liberated.
Manhattan becomes her abode and she
immediately sleeps with the georgeous,
blue-eyed blind boy next door- all in
the play's first hour.
Brythe's performance moved Walter
Kerr of the Times to comment, "the girl
of the particular theatrical year.'' And
'Earl Wilson of the Post says, "A young
l<!dY at the commencement of a big
. future." To quote the N.Y. Times,
-· Blythe*s friends say she is "a girl who
· lives up to her name ... s~ cooks well,
loves her parents, has never tried dope,
has never shacked up with her boyfriends
· .. ·.. smokes only when·nervous. ; .
dri~ks once a week.:. In fact, she was
.·ishocked; during her Bard College days
when some students around her were
. high as kites on pot or pills. Yes, she's
. a regular, star-spangled girl ... "
Blythe Danner will wed 26 year old
Bruce Paltron, the play's co-star. She

The actions were the fruit of a campaign
led by local radio personality, Harry
Thayer of WGHQ, Kingston. Thayer
had enlisted the support of ministers
and church groups to rid the town of
the "commie smut-peddlers."

Blythe Danner on Broadway
met him last spring during her appearance
in an off-Broadway show which he was
producing.
Struggle did not scar her in the steps to
stardom. She never had to follow the
model-Kelly Girl-nude waitress trail. Ever
since her performance three years ago in
a Boston production of "Marat/Sade"
'her agent has kept her hopping. Blythe
explains, "It's all been like play to me.
1 guess that's why people say I'm 'nice'
• • • 1've never had to fight. If I had to
fight, I doubt if I'd kept in there."

AS WE GO TO PRESS:
Blythe Danner called President Kline
thi!; morning to explain that she did not
mean what the Times quoted her as
saying about Bard College. She further
·relayed how press agents pressured and
cornered her into other comments which
do. n?t convey her actual feelin~s.
It IS Interesting that she was concerned
enough to call Bard. I must admit that
the impression which the Time's article
i'ent did not sound like a Bard graduate.

But fightil'lg repression takes money. Any
contributions will be appreciated and
put to good use; send to : Gargoyle, Box
270, Springtown Rd., New Paltz, N.Y .
12561.

copyright 1969 by
ellgene schoenfeld

I
on the left testicle than on the right."
"Dear Dr. Schoenfeld,

The Gargoyle is not taking this quietly.
·Having obtained a stay on their conviction until Jan. 23, through legal action,
they are continuing operations. With
their staff subject to arrest if they so
much as walk across any of the campuses
(it was unclear what statute, if any, was
involved), they are peddling their snut
elsewhere and seeking friends to support
them in the fight to bring it !:lack to
where it once belonged.

-San Francisco M.D.

Lagos may be the equivalent of our
alcoholic skid row bums. Marijuana
seems to be less dangerous than alcohol
for most people but. Hke any drug, can
be abused. Marijuana grown in your
country is very strong due to favorable
weather conditions.

seem to enjoy this effect.
2) Pot smoking is not known to cause

lung cancer or any other disease. But
I am surprised that medical research can't
widespread marijuana use has occured
surmise the reason for a lower left testin this country only for a few years. Lung
The following letter was postmarked
icle. When we were first marrjed my huscancer caused by cigarettes takes many
Lagos, Nigeria:
band explained it to me. One hangs lower
years to develop.
so that in case you have to squeeze your
QUESTION: I am a Nigerian, 21 and
J~s together they don't crush each other.
Because marijuana research is not enThere is every reason to believe that
· three-fourths years old with West African
As for lefties predominating~ I guess all
. . .chronic inhalation of marijuana smoke
couraged in my country despite its use
· those symmetrical fellows crossed their
School Certificate Grade 2.
by millions of Americans physicians don't may be harmful to the lungs. We cannot
legs and crushed themselves out of having
know enough about the drug's potential
accumulate the necessary statistics while
any progeny.
Earlier this year, my rrother and father
. benefits and possible dangers. However.
criminal penalties face marijuana users.
· caught me smoking pot. M{ mother
I'll try to answer your questions:
"P.S. We.have six children, (2 singletons,
started weeping. She said marijuana
3) Marijuana is not known to render
fraternal twin boys arid'identieal twin
smoking ~uses permanent damage
1) Marijuana is not known to cause
people childless. On the contrary, the
to the brain.
girls) so ~Y husband knows about being
brain damage. But a st~dy published in
'drug ~nhances sexual .E!xcitement if the
fertile even if he isn't a scientist."
·.individuals are inClined. ·
_ May 3rd 1969 issue ofNATURE conof moSt pot .• .,
-·.· She ref~rred .to the_ many Nigerian . . , firmed the.
· Street lunatics with the allusion that it
"Dear Dr. Schoenfeld:
users that spe~h ind ~~ort term meri'fory :lli~ universal use .9f dft,IQs.
.. .
.. -~- is the dope"that makes thenl' beCome
. : f,lcohoi and maiijua!}a indi~tes to me . · ~
. is temporarily aff~ted by the drug.
· insane. I started smoking it tn the secI read ..the column in .~lch on~ of yo-~r
. Doctors Andrew ,WeiJ and Norman Zin- ·. _that man enjoys, Jierhaps ri~ to chan~ .
ondary school and that is some 6 years
.readers asked why his.::Jeft testiCle hung
berg. who reported..bne of the first .. . : .. -~ · his.mit'ld at time5.:But as • 'Ph'lsician I
·
· ·
·
lower than the right. ·
= ago. I haven't experienced any brain
. scientific studies of marijuana humans.: : :·want to be aware of'afl Posslblfi·confatigue b~t now I am seriously a~raid.
L.·>
ago~ also conducted the _ ·. · ·sequen~ arising from·drug·f.lsaQe.
.· less than a
· ·,.; ·<·. ·· · ~,-_. : ··.
.. .
· ·.
·~ . ~ . ·. : ·. •
-.·- · . · ·
. "If I remember corc:ectly, this is so
Nature study.
· 1) Can m~rijuana cause brain dama~7
'DEAR DR. HIP POC.RATeSii:B
.. . .
because the left sperm~tic vein empties
Weil and Zinberg found that instant or · colleCtion of letters ahd answers pub- . ::·
left renal vein at a right ~ngle
into
2) Can pot smoking cause lung cancer,·
fished by Grove Press. $6 at·your favorimmediate nemory w~s affected by mari. .whereas the right spermatic vein opens
diseas.e or a.ny other deadly disease?
heart
·
ita bookstore.
juana. The "principal manifestations of
into the inferior vena cava at an acute
this speech difficufty are simply forgettin(
angle.
3) Is it true that smoking marijuana can
Or. Schoenfeld welcomes:yourletters.
strong tendency to go off on irrelevant
render me childless?"
Write to him c/o P.O. Box 9002,
tangents because the line of thought is
The result is hydrostatic pressure greater
Berkeley, California. 94709.
lost." Most narijuana users, incidentally,
ANSWER: The streP.t "lunatics" in

so

observations

year

the

such'as

in

.
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by Jeanne Le Monnier
If you were at Madison Square Garden for
the Stones concert last fRiday night and
were 'kicked, poked or shoved by a short
gray-haired lady, it was me. You were
blocking the view.

on "Hanky-Tonk Women" beto some one old enough to be
mother, and wondered what SHE
was doing there, let me explain.
There was a time when I couldn't stand
the Stones. What self-respecting parent,
given something like ten minutes to put
a house in order, cook breakfast, feed
the dog, and get people out of the house
in time for the school bus and the commuter train needs to be reminded: "hEre
comes your 19th nervous breakdown?"
And, when you're doing your best to put
together a really good dinner, it's pretty
rotten to hear some nasty kid whine
about Mother's little yellow pills and her
lousy cooking.
Worse yet, they sounded horrible. No
melody, just a driving beat, meaningless
shouting and the same old chords again
and again. In addition, they looked
dreadful.
However, there came a point when I
noticed that the boys living in our house,
and the ones who came to visit, weren't
looking that much different from the
Stones. In fact, compared to some of
them, the Stones, on the earlier albums
at least, were beginning to look like
clean-cut, wholesome American boys.
David Eisenhower.
Around that time - partly out of curiousitv. in part from self-defense- I
stopped trying to shut out the noise, and
began to listen. After a while I c:ould even
make out some of the words. The sounds
sorted themselves out, and it turned out
that the Stones were actually playing
music. I bought my own copy of Beggar's
Banquet.

But then, I was told, you had to See
Them Live. That's what they had said
about The Who and TOMMY and they
were right. The Fillmore gave me confidence: the music wasn't all that loud, and
while I'd hardly pass as a regular and
some of the people down there looked
quite odd, I didn't mind them, they
didn't mind me, and, what is more, we
all loved The Who.
The Garden, I knew (although I had never
been there) was not the same as the
Fillmore, and the Stones might not
attract as sedate an audience as The Who.
We therefore bought tickets in the loge,
where we would be sufficiently remote
from those mobs of raving, screaming
teeny-boppers who were sure to trample
down everybody on their way to the
stage. I could look down on them, ~md
simply enjoy the music wi~hout. be.ng

•tBLEED~~~~~~e~~ih~lf~~~~-crazy JUmping ·..

let I

.

__

.

But nobody warned rm about the cruci~ll
difference between a Stones concert. and
a rock opera. There was the long wa1tinterminable adjustments of the sou~d
system (in the old days of jazz-they JUSt
got up and played), all that milling a!ounc
during the early hours (for Terry Re1d,
cont. on pg. 9

. ~.-.-·
._1::.
··'V

Phone (914)

the students. The faculty feel that students
aren't qualified to judge whether their education is effective. But after twenty years of
listening to a wide variety of teachers, students
are uniquely qualified to judge the effectiveness
of a teacher. He may be a great scholar but if a teacher dosen't come across to the st~dents
he's not contributing to their education.
'
The faculty is ineffcctive as a group because
of an intense internal political situation. Personal
antagonisms play a role in rehiring and tenure
decisions, as does the scramble to get funds for
each department. Poor teachers are supported
!or tenure by members of other departments
m the hope that the poor teacher will weaken
his department, making more money available
for other departments. Outstanding teachers
are not supported for tenure by merrbers of
other departments for fear that a strong teacher
will improve his department and thus use more
of t~e already scarce operating budget. Petty
self mterest overrules consideration of what
is best for everyone. The whip of firing and
the carrot of tenure creates a high-powered
political situation which robs time from the
faculty's real function {education, in case you
~ere wondering) and divides the faculty among
rtself to the point where it is rendered powerless
to effect any constructive change.
And of course the administration under~
~tands this very well. As long as the faculty is
Impotent, the administration can run the school
the way it thinks it should be run. Efficiency
is the big game here. Improving the quality
of education calls for spending money rather
than making it, so the administration is not
interested. The only group that the administration can't control is the students.
Students are the largest and potentially
most powerful group on campus. But just
because most students realize that education
at Bard is a crock of shit, dosen't mean that
they can do anything about it. The students are,
except for a very few issues, so divided among
themselves as to be powerless. Supposedly
student government is there to coordinate and
lead the student body. Unfortunately it often
turns out that, here too, personal interests and
pocket~.lining are m?re important than doing
somethmg to get th1s school off its ass. Any
student government that deters the students
from making progress in the fight to improve
this school is acting against the students' best
interests.
The potential for effective action is there.
It has been _u~ed in the past, when student
leaders abolished curfew, opened meil's dorms,
and opened faculty meetings to students. Hopefully the present issue will unite students long
enough to get something done. It is long overdue.

758~3666

an alternative newsmedia project
The Observer is an independent student publication for
the Bard College community. Publication is weekly,
twelve times during the semester. Letters to the Editor
8Kl other inquiries should be addressed to Box 76.
Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York, 12504.
The contents of the Observer are copyright 1969 by The
Observer Press, Inc.. unless otherwise stated. The opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily those of Bard College.

George B. Brewster I Editor-in-Chief
Thorn Mount I Managin_g Editor
Lorenzo Black I Photo Editor
Marion Swerdlow I Contributing Editor
John Katzenbach I Contributing Editor
Anita Schnee I Layout Editor
With: Birgit Winslow, Geoff Cahoon.
Mike Ventura, Luther Douglas
Jana Silverstein
This issue of the Observer is the last for
this semester and the last under my editorship.
Beginning with the first issue of next ssmester,
Thom Mount will be Editor-in-Chief. Thorn has
done a fine job as Managing Editor and I have
no doubt he
continue to improve the
Observer. I wish him the best of luck in this
task. Editing the Observer entails long hours
of hard work, much discouragement, and few
rewards. The only reason to accept such a
job is genuine desire to make Bard a better
place. I know Thorn feels this way and has
many good ideas. But I also know that there
are a lot of people and things that witl stand
in his way.
When I took over as Editor in 1968,
I had great hopes for the future of Bard College.
I thought it would be enough to call attention
to the dogmatism and injustices, the big gaps
between what the catalog says and what really
exists, and things would improve. But I ran
into a strange inertia. Many students with
valid criticisms and workable alternatives are
thwarted by a combination of forces that
result from the nature of the faculty and
the administration, and which operate to
keep things the way they are. The faculty
has great potential power for improving Bard
education. But they don't seem to care. They
won't work with the students because they
refuse to accept students as real people with
real ideas. Scorn and mistrust radiate from
the faculty, causing a similar reaction from

will

FEIFFER-

The Gargoyle, Ulster County's underground newspaper, has been the target
of a series of attacks by Harry Thayer,
a member of the Bard Board of Trustees,
and an editorial voice of Kingston radio
station WGHQ.
Mr. Thayer's rabid diatribes describe the
Gargoyle staff as "commie smut .
peddlers," and his effect is being felt.
(See story page 3).
His approach is a familiar one. He calls
on Jhe sicknesses of this coul}!rv for
vindication. Commies. Smu( Apple pie
gone rancid.
Fortunately for the College, Mr. Thayer's
term on the Board expires in the Spring.
Renewal of his term would be a real
mistake.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
COMMUNITY ON FACULTV
ACCOUNTABILITY

The Bard Student Association
Constitution requires that the Educational Policies Committee conduct
regular evaluations of faculty merrbers.
To assist the senior faculty in its review
of junior faculty members and to provide
an open airing of student opinion EPC
conducted and submitted to the senior
faculty evaluations and recommendations
on those members being considered for
rehiring or tenure. Since then we have
recieved frequent "commendation" and
praise for the "tremendous service" EPC
has rendered to the "faculty and coli~"
this year. We fail to understand what the
hell this means. The student recommendations have disappeared into the dark and
secretive labyrinth of faculty ritual:
departmental discussion, divisional
recommendations, joint committee
deliberation, senior faculty caucus,
and Presidential eulogy.
Whether decisions are consciously made
or whether they just happen seems to be

irrelevant. When these decisions are made,
how they are made, and who makes them
no one seems to know. The rhetorical
purpose of all this was originally academic and intellectual freedom for the
faculty. The actual result is that the
faculty is irresponsible and does .not have
to account for its actions. The
consequence of unaccountability is
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RELEVANCY AND THE VISUAL
ARTS
Anita Schnee
West Side Drive-Henry Hudson ParkwayRiverdale Ave.-Warburton Ave.: from
New York City, by plush Riverdale, and
into Yonkers- of all places for a new

Ingeborg ten Haeff

Ten Haeff: Martin Luther King: portrait
of the assassination and gospel, 1968.

Downtown Yonkers is quite the slum. ThE
closest you can get to the Hudson River
there is past Sears Roebuck, through the
grimiest factories (beats New Jersey),
and down a piece. Get lost trying to find
the Hudson River M.Jseum and see scenic
Yonkers.
Slug it out through Warburton Ave.,
though, voluntarily, for the museum will
pay you well for the effort.
Architecturally, it's of the same calibre
as the Whitney. The geographical location
has everybody beat. This is Yonkers? On
the grounds of an old country estate on
the Hudson, in conjunction with the
original Victorian edifice, Yonkers has
built one of the most distinguished
examples of contemporary architecture.
Walk in and you leave Yonkers far behind
The juxtaposition of the rough-hewn,
poured·concrete textures of the walls
with a sweeping view of the river through
smoked glass, combine to create a feeling
of vast serenity. The local ghetto kids go
there to do their homework.
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The second exhibition in the new museum's brief history was conceived and
executed by Carl Black, a French professor here at Bard. It is comprised of
works by contemporary German painters
lngeborg ten Haeff and Herbert Bayer.
Black, in January 1968, was a consultant
to John Everett, president of the New
School, in connection with that
institution's plans for a new art center.
In conjunction with a panel of
architects, painters, photographers, and
art historians, Black set forth a series of
recommendations which, if put into
effect, could become the vanguard in
the contemporary structure of the
exhibition aspect of the art world.
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you will), more based on an emotional
perusal of philosophic questions than on
the analytical and coldly rational as is
Bayer's.

One might view the exhibition compl
subjectively: I like thisone, not that one,
etc. Ole may not "like" either painter's
style. One may use Black's monograph
in the exhibition catalogue as a guide:
then certainly the philosophical aspects
of the exhibition become clear. (This
becomes rather tortuous if atterrpted
while trying to view the exhibition at the
same time because Black hasn't followed
any discernible order of paintings in his
discussion.)
Unless one studies the catalogue, and
really applies oneself to the problem, it
.is hard to see just how thetwo painters
deal with socially relevant issues.
Certainly harder in ten Haeff)s case than
in Bayer's. But in spite of the wide
stylistic difference between the two
painters, their philosophical attitudes
are similar. Each painter depicts an
opposite spiritual movement in rtYan:
Bayer's is one of techological fantasy
outwards through outer space - " ... to
the stars through weather, atmosphere,
and cosmos;" and ten Haeff's depicts an
extended downward spiral into the
interior psyche. Though each takes a
different route, they arrive at the same
conclusion: "The point of common -a xis
for all worlds is man."

part of view from exhibition room.
. ··:; 'T~,
;~ ::r-·

Though this sounds pretty heavy for
Yonkers, everyone may take something
for themselves from this exhibitwhether simply aesthetic pleasure, or
disgust, or a vague feeling of discomfort,
or whatever.
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!d the people of Yonkers You missed the show- it closed Dec.
~re one Sunday afternoo~ 7. But go see the museum. The psyched~m .
elic planetarium will appeal to anyone of
that iritual bent.
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Herbert Bayer
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Bayer: event 1962, Guggenheim ~useum,
New York.
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DECK THE HALLS WITH BOUGHS OF
FOLLY ... or, YOURS IS NOT TO
REASON WHY, ETC.
First off, l must apologize for not presenting a column last week. The reason
is very simple, bloated with turkev, I
was unable to put enough impetus forward to battle the thick snowstorm that
was swirling about my un-snow tired
wheels. I believe*almost a half-inch
accumulated ...
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fine. It got colder outside, and Red Hook
got out its Christmas decorations, and
we drove about surrounded by smiling
Santas, and walked into Aspinwall,
where some thoughtful person had put
up little decorations on the doors.
Everyone remembered education again,
and went to all their classes, and introduced themselves to the teachers whose
classes they'd cut all semester. And
everyone realized that it was almost over,
but no one was quite sure what 'it' was,
or is. Maybe everyone means the fall
semester, that coutd be 'it.' Or else they
just mean Bard, in general. 'It' could _be
almost anything. Anyway, whatever 1t
is, it's almost over.
So we will all go away, field period in
the East Village, or whatever is planned.
And we'll all cgme back, or at least
some of us, and there will be new people
to welcome to the zoo.
More or less, that was it. Whoopee.
But what does that leave us wth? For
twenty thousand dollars, can you answer
the question, before the clock strikes
midnight and we all turn back into white
mice or pumpkins? Answer; the same as
before, nothing new.

The semester is almost over, and by the
time you read this, visions of suger-plum
fairies should be dancing through your
heads. I really don~t have too much that
is extremely relevant to say about present
events or future, so, brimming over with
the yuletide spirit, I thought that I
would devote this particular column to
some sort of review of this fall semester,
Bard College, circa 1969. Remember,
when we return it wi II be a whole new
year 1970 to be exact, and there is no
telli~g what new year's resolutions I
might possibly make.
The first column that I wrote this
semester was called 'Welcome to the
~oo: By now I'm sure you are all fam~
iliar with exactly what I meant by that.
This fall has been a zoo. You were introduced to the local authorities fast enough,
and their particular brand of zooism.
But we were all able to shrug that off,
with little or no howls of anxiety (one
might say, wait until spring), and get on
with what we thought, no, knew, was the
real business of living here at Bard. Anyway, the sheriff would get his, come the
revolution, which we all knew wasI'<
coming on October 15th. It came in and
went out, in much the same manner,
those dedicated few at Bard, drumming
up support right and left, support which
was.rarely longer than fi~een minutes,
leading the throng to and from Red
Hook, that notorious bastion of conservative thinking. When it was beginning
it was in the vogue to wear an armband,
and we all did it. When it was over, we
all slipped gently back into midterms
and dope and sex and the rest of the
stuff that makes life meaningful here
at Bard.
In other words, things continued just as
they had been, and probably will be for
the rest of the year. People started to
complain again, although were never
specific enough to warrant any kind
of attention. There's alot to complain
about. It would be nice if people would
all get together and complain about the
same things. Not Liberian students,
though. You can always complain about
the Observer.
So there we all were, waiting for something to happen, and oddly enough,
something did. The march on Washington. Like the Moratorium, it came and
went, but in between, for a change
something happened, and we all came
back, and sat around reading the newspapers, and feeling proud that we'd
finally done something, other than get
arrested.
So, still proud and happy, everyone
split for the great turkey, which was

Bong, twelve times.
Life continues on at Bard, much like the
never·ending saga of Peyton Place. Where
do we go from here? No where. But we
can all get together and hate something.
The school? The faculty? The students?
How about the Observer? As good as
anything else, I suppose.
We try. Not everyone else does. It is
difficult and we all wish it were better.
So much for apologies. Despite what
everyone thinks, the only people who
don't like the Observer are those people
whom the Observer is trying to please.
Kind of a double jeapordy. The office
gets cold, and it is difficult to be a
student as well as a member of the
Observer staff. But, rest assured, Virginia,
we will keep trying, much like don't
give up the ship. So much for the Observer. Now comes your own Christmas
message, from me, which you may feel
free to cherish as you see fit.
Brimming with good cheer, feeling much
like the ghost of Christmas come, let me
hope that your respective f~milies ~II
your Christmas stockings w1th all kmd~
of new gifts. Don't worry about anythmg,
because there is nothing to worry about.
Things will be taken care of by others,
and you can just float with the stream,
merrily, merrily, life is but a dream. I,
like MacArthur. shall return. ·
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dent$ planned to do.

From this, a discussion of tactics ensuti:t. That is what happened Monday night.
It was then decided to first notify the
What will happen after is up to the
administration and fac~lty of_the destudents and faculty. But do not let
mands, and ~hen to ~nke agamst all
this appear to be as cut and dried as it
classes, ~art.mg at ~1gh noon on Tuesday, might seem. The whole action of Monday
and cont1~umg until th_e demands are
night served to raise questions, and promet. F~~lmg was that 1f the response was vide answers to some of the problems
not pos1t1ve to the demands, then
concerning Bard as an institution. It
stronger, more forceful measures would cannot be passed over lightly that for the
have to be ~aken. The stud~nts then
first time, Bard students were concerned
pro<:eede? man orderly fashion to the
about someone other than themselves,
Pres1dent s ~ouse. ~here they were
and that, exercising that concern, they
met by Pres1dent Kline, and the demands stumbled upon the problems that have so
were respectfully submitted by Sena~e
often been covered up. For once Students
president Jeff Raphaelson. The pres1dent :.together· in a cohesive manner. They
was then questioned by many of the
exercised force upon the school, and with
students present who were attempting
remarkable aplomb. In the midst of the
to clarify the administration's stance on apathy and the pablum of Bard College,
the whole series of demands. Fi~ally,
people finally stood up, and it is a very
after considerable debate, Dr. Kit~~
inportant thing that they did. It is
reluctantly revealed that the admm1stra- much like a coming of age, where the
tion would support the senior faculty
students, surrounded by the acti~ism
members' decision on Mr. Black. He
on other campuses, finally discovered
took no position on the student .
their own latent strength. If anything. at
demands other than that concernmg Mr. all comes out of this action it should
Black, but implied that he would again
be the realization that this is not an act
back the faculty stance. Within an hour in itself, but the beginning of many such
atter the rreeting with the President,
actions.
Senate had distributed a sheet explaining
the demands, and what exactly the stu· John Katzen bach

BLACKS

RESPONSE
When reached for comment as regards
Monday night's occurances, Carl Black's
initial response was one of dismay.
"Oh no," he said, "they'll (the admini·
tration and senior faculty) hang me at
dawn!" No-one had seen fit to inform
Mr. Black of the action taken by the
student body in his behalf, and he had
been peacefully unaware thct the question
of his tenure had become a public issue.

But as he became familiar with the facts,
rather than expressing personal gratitude,
Black's reaction was one of commendation to the students for their longoverdue protest of faculty actions. He
stated that, while he did not particularly
wish for his status to become a cause·
celebre, he was enthusiastic that the
question of a closer student-faculty
working relationship was becoming a pas·
sibility, if onl'y through this display of
student concern.

However, I suppose, when people do
get together, Bard quickly metamorphasi~es into a real experience. Take
Carl Black's case, for an example. It
gladdens the hearts of every rig~t-on
activist around here. But what 1s sad
is that those people in power to change
things, those people who could listen to
the voice of the students, choose rather
to ignore. That, and that alan~, is_what
precipitates a strike (!) Education IS a
series of compromises, and the sooner
that that is realized, theloetter. If we
are to change Bard, if it is to remain in
the forefront of Liberal educational
institutions, then it has to listen to its
students, for when one gets right down
to the basis of education, one has to
find the student. He suffers, and excells,
he is maligned, yet has the beauty to
accept most with a needed grain of salt.
Above all, he is human, and should be
treated as such. That is all anyone is
asking, that when VIe, the silent majority
here at Bard {if I can use the term) finally
has the presence of mind to stant:l up
and fight for an individual ancf a concept
which we believe in, then we should be
treated as responsible human beings.
It is not too much to ask.
More or less, that's it. Whoopee.

by John Katzenbach

from page five
homogeneous, self-perpetuating faculty·
oligarchy where there is no inte1Jectual
confrontation, creativity, or dialogue.

The faculty may interpret this as a
request, a demand, or a threat. That
doesn't matter. This semester is ending,
but it is not over yet ... and next
We demand immediate accountability. We semester is right around the corner.
demand an open community. The faculty
must open their doors. They must open
their meeting and their procedures. They Lis Semel
must open their minds ... to students,
EPC Chairman
to iunior faculty, to each other.
Ruth Danon
Since our work as a committee proved
Tom Villano
singularly ineffectiv~ we are he~e~y reLanguages and Literature
signing and disbandmg EPC as 1! ts ~n
anachronistic and useless orgamzat1on.
Paula Lockard
We all have better things to do with our Ken Daly
time.
AMDD
This semester's EPC faculty review was
accepted, commended and ignored.
Faculty deliberation is not over. We
demand that faculty proceedings be.
immediately opened to the com_mumty
and that their decisions and the1r
justifications be recorded publicly and
honestly.

David Mydans
Charles Johnson
Social Studies
Bob Mayer
Jim Weinberg
Natura\ Sciences
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It was great. However, somewhere in the
a Benny Goodman concert at Carnegie
of "Street FightingMan" it was
middle
actually
kids
the
when
'30s
the
Hall in
almost a relief to realize that this
Stamped their feet and it was reported
no great loss, but B. B. King deserved
number was the _ender.
better, and that's when I started pushing), as news- bad news. I hadn't expected
to, but I found that I was clapping too. : relative peace during Tina Tur'ner and
The Garden had little bit of the flavor The Who was a church service; the
all those sequins, more work on the
of the old tv sing-_~longs, even though the Stones arevival meeting. This kind of
equipment, the mass migration into the
music was infinitely better. So far, so - -intense, active, physical and :emotional aisle and up to the stage, then finally,
involve111_ent was something new, and
good.
ROLLING
finally, after four hours THE
thoroughly exhausting. After a certain
STONES and BANG into "Jumping Jack
· -age, it is too much. But, with electricity
Flash."
But then the lights were turned up "so - generated by five magnificent musicians
and 16,000 people; it.is impossible to :
I can see New York City," and Jagger
The first part consisted of magnificent
suggested: lilf you've got room to move resist it arid simply listen.
music and Mick Jagger, and let the rock
~didn't,
They
it."
shake
can
you
ass,
your
critics and the pop soCiologists worry
but they did, and I sat,back and V\fatched. The Stones, in person, are indeed mo~e
about that. The teenyboppers seemed
exCiting than they are ori the turntable~
Before long, I was on my feet t_oo. If
under control (only one made it to the
Live is bette-r. But on records you last
"Satisfaction" didn't get you up and
st<ige' and she was promptly hauled off),
'
longer.
. no screaming, and only enough shouting moving with the music, you had to be
dead. If, by "Honky-Tonk Women" you
- · at the beginning to get people to sit
weren't up AND singing as loud as you
down: When it suited the music they
could, you had to be dead and gagged.
about
reading
clapped, and I remembered

STONES from p.4
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ONL.Y ONE THING- CAN GET tHESE HANDS CLEAN ••• "

director

By Floyd Norris

through the faculty-student tribunal.

LOS ANGELES-(CPS)-"P erhaps it's
time for a younger man. I feel a little
more choleric, a little more frustrated
as the years go by with some of the more
asinine antics of some young people."
-Dr. George C. S. Benson

"The faculty has more power, and
until the faculties stiffen up, the
disruption on can-puses will continue.
It's a question of toughness. You know,
do you have backbone."

After 23 years as President of Claremont
Men's College, Dr. George C. S. Benson
last May announced he was stepping
down because it was time for a younger
man. But now, if press speculation can
be believed, Benson is about to take over
the leadership of the Selective Service
System, finally lost by General Lewis
B. Hershey.

Despite the fact that he holds a Ph.D. in
Political Science, and taught at Harvard,
Chicago, Michigan and Northwestern,
faculties never were among his favorite
groups. In December, 1948, having
been president of CMC for over two years,
Benson waded into the fight over
communism on the campus, issuing
something less than a ringing defense
of academic freedom.

Benson supposedly is being appointed
because President Nixon wants an
educator who would fit in with his
administration. Benson fills the bill. Long
active in Republican politics, he was cochairman of a 1960 group called
"Southern California Scholars for
Nixon-Lodge."
He had long coupled a basic conservatism with strong support for the
military. !Rspite this, he is generally
respected on the campus he began.

Paui Resnick, editor of the eampus

order of draft drawing
67 July2S
68 Feb.l2
June 13
69
Dee.
30
3
70 Dec.21
4 Feb.14
71 Sept.lO
5 Od.lS
8 Sept. 6 .. 72 OCt. 12
73 .June 17
7 OCt.26
74 Anri127
8 Sep-t.- 7
19
75
9 Nov. 22
78 No\',6
JO Dec. 6
77 lan.28
,". 11 Aug.31
78 Dec',. 27
.12 Dec. 7
7t Oct 31
13 July 8
80 Nov. 9
14 Aprllll
IS July 12
81 April 4
82 Sept. 5
16 Dec. 29
17 Jan.IS
83 April 3
84 nec. 25
18 Septz6
19 Nov. 1
85 June 7
88 Feb. 1
20 June 4
87 Oct. · 6
21 Aug. 10
88 July 28
22 June 26
89 Feb. 15
23 July24
90 April 18
24 . Oet. 5
91 Feb. 7
25 Feb. 19
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27 .July 21
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28 JIDle I
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2t Mar. 2
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30 Mar.ll
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31 May 24
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newspaper, says that "Benson was very
conservative, but he was always fair and
honest. Students had a lot of respect for
him."
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scientist

qu1ts

(LNS)--A
PASADENA," California
leading geologiest is quitting the moon
program because he believes the moon
exploration going on now could have been
· done three or four years ago at one-fifth
the cost with unmanned flights.

When Benson first came to Claremont
in 1946, CMC had not yet opened its
doors and assets were less than $50,000.
Wlen he left this September, there were
800 students and assets had climbed to
$25 million. CMC is frequently recognized as one of the 10 best independent
colleges in the country.

Benson long favored cracking down on
students, and while Benson never did
hand out overly punitive sentences, he
made it clear he wished he could.
Speaking last May, he looked back over
his career:
"Students ~ave chafl9ed,_ and there's
been a shift in the balance of power. 15
years ago, if we heard there was a threat
of a panty raid, I'd go out and could
tell the students 'If you go down to
the women's dorm, I'll throw you out.'
"Now the President is reduced to
something like a political leader. He
can't suspend or expel students. It goes

art at
vassar

The works of Jon Colburn, now on
display in the Vassar College Art
Gallery, comprise the fourth in the
current series of exhibitions,
FORECAST 5g..70. Mr. Colburn has
exhibited extensively in Oregon and
California, but this is his first show on
the East Coast.
The exhibition inct~des twelve major
paintings and a sel~ion 0~ !ortv studie~.
The pairiti'"'gs, each co~pnsmg the mot1f
of circles within a square and produced,
in part, mechanically. demo-nstrate lh,e
possibility of depictin,g motion and ·
thretHiimensionality through only the
•
jux~apo5itlon of certain .colors and
shapes rather than tt~ditional perspecttve
lines.

Mr. ColbUrn's show runs through

January 11, 1970. The Art Gallery is
open from 9 to 5 Monday through
Friday and from 2 to 5 on Sunday. The
Gallery will be closed from December
20 through January 4 for Christmas
vacation.

Eugene Shoemaker, who is principal
investigator of field geology for the Apollo
program, is one of several scientists to
leave Apollo in recent months.
Many scientists have implicitly pointed
out that the whole Apollo mission is less a
scientific achievement than it is a public
relations mission for the American way of
life.

dow drops
napalm
MIDLAND, Mich.-fCPS}-Dow Chern·
ical, sparkplug for countless demonstrations on university campuses in the
last three years, has stopped making
napalm.

Company spokesmel'l said the American
government awarded the contract for the
jellied gasoline several weeks ago to another company, American Electric of
Los Angeles, when Dow was an unsuccessful bidder for the new contract.
L<~st year, Dow's board chairman Carl
Ger.itacker pledged that the Company
would continue to make napafm as long
as the government needed it.

The contract was worth about $10,000,
000. -

cornell
omooosman
ITHACA, N. Y.-(CPS)- Cornell Univ- .
ersity has named its first ombudsman,
Mrs. Alice H. Cook, an authoritY on
trade unions and professor of industrial ·
·
·
·
·_and labor relations. ·
The office of ombuds'm an will b'e indep- ·
endent of anv existing univ·e~ity- agency. ·
The ombudsman ,theoretically will
rece-ive grievances from a·ny()ne in· the
Cornell community ,.... students, faculty,
and administration. She then will mediate
between the person filing the grievance
and the appropriate university office.
She will serve as a fact-finder, mediator
and information-giver.

ANTIOCH.

11

~

YELLOW SPRINGS, Ohio- CPSTrustees of Antioch College have elected
three new members to the board- a
Catholic nun, a Negro economist, and an
environmental designer. The new trustees
were chosen deliberately to broaden
minority group representation on the
board and to reflect increasing interest
among students in the arts and effects of
environment on society.
Antioch's board of trustees, which now
includes alumni, six faculty of other
academic institutions, three women,
several members of minority groups as
well as lawyers, industrialists and gov·
ernment agency officials, is probably as
atypical as any in the country.
However, it does not include student and
faculty members. Offered that opportun·
ity by trustees last spring, student and
faculty councils turned it down. They
said the suggestion was inadvisable and
unnecessary - inadvisable because the
board is already large and unnecessary
because meetings are open to all community members, for participation.

CHICAGO (LNS)- The Chicago Sun
Times has printed photographs which
show a Vietnamese war prisoner
plummeting to his death after being
pushed from a U.S. Army helicopter. The
newspaper also printed the letter and the
photo captions written by the pilotphotographer who took the pictures.

"Enclosed are two prize pictures, by far
the best I've shot in a long time. I was on
flying escort for that C.C. (Command and
Control) ship.
"Anyway, the guy was picked up along
with two others in a tunnel complex
under a rice paddy. They called us in to
destroy it with rockets and miniguns.

The Island has been the center of continuing controversy ever since it was
abandoned as a federal prison in 1963.
Each year the maintenance costs of the
island increase, and the city of San
Francisco became desparate this year to
get rid of the 12-acre oddity.
Plans were being finalized by the county
board of supervisors to sell the island,
Jock, stock, and gallows to billionaire
H.L. Hunt who had plans to develop it
into another "Disneyland."
But conservation groups deluged the
board wth more than 100,000 signatures
of irate citizens who didn't want to see
the natural bird sanctuary replaced by
roller coasters. The board retracted its
offer to Hunt and was in the process of
considering new alternatives when the
Indians occupied the land.

PRISONER
DIES IN
PLUNGE

The letter begins:

ALCATRAZ ISLAND, Cal.- (CPS) It was a joke two weeks ago but now the
scene isn't quite so funny. The 50 Indians
{mostly students) who "occupied"
Alcatraz Island and claimed it under law
of prior discovery have rattled officials
all the way from San Francisco to
Washington.

After one day they left the island,
escorted by federal officiais on coast
guard boats, but returned several days
later. They claim the property under an
old treaty that gives the Indians right to
lands unused by the federal government.
A similar attempt several years ago,
however, failed to withstand judicial
scrutiny in federal courts here.

pErt:itions to Congressmen and other
government officials.
Hickel has even agreed to meet the
Indians on the condition they rescind
their demand he sign over the island to
them "within two weeks." At the same
time, though, Hickel says the island is
presently under the auspices of the General Services Administration (GSA) and
he thus has .no real authority to deal with
the matter.

"And here he takes a sky dive without a
parachute. Instant paratrooper. My ship
cfollowed him down and we found him.
:The picture isn't too pretty - but the
whole episode had good results as the
. other two 'Charlies' told us everything
we wanted to know._ I bet they were
nervous. The next day four arms caches
were found as a result of this incident."

routeg, 1'-hirtt:~ · •1•·1011

Many conservation groups are supporting
the Indian's action as the only viable
alternative for keeping the land in its
semi-virgin state.
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The Indians have already begun basic
construction out of the old prison. Oakes
said the Indians have becorre so familiar
with the island in the San Francisco aay
that they could escape the scrutiny of
any federal officials by hiding in the many
secret corridors and dungeons of the old
prison.
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Richard Oakes, a Mohawk spokesman
student at UCLA, said the island is a
"rocky, isolated, rundown, non-productive small island and ... for these reasons
·Indians can feel right at home on it."
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But Oakes and his compatriots from 30
different tribes are dead serious, and
~r..ror8 (
Interior Secretary Walter Hickel flushed
red cheeks to newsmen this weekend by
ordering the federal government not to
evict the occupiers. A coast guard em
of the island continues, however, allowing
only necessary supplies onto the island.

,.,,Jo..s,lt. .

The island has no fresh water.

" 'Uncle Nguyen' takes a look at the
world from 5000 feet- upside down.
I would imagine he's a little upset about
now - but not as upset as he'll be in a t:;=::;======:!l~======:f
few minutes. I was in radio contact with
the C & C (Command and Control) ship,
and John the pilot was keeping me
informed. I could hear that guy screamin::~..-----~~a..
in my earphones when John keyed up his 1
mike."
·
. The second photo, showing the prisoner
falling to his death, bears the caption by
the photographer:

WII!:IAMS
L\JMBER:

The GSA had announced it would evict
the occupiers, but was apparently detained by Hickel's memorandum after the
Secretary received numerous phone calls
and telegrams and pressure from some
Congressmen.
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